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RICHARD LIEBOWITZ, LIEBOWITZ LAW FIRM, PLLO,
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To the above named Defendant(s)

Richard Liebowltz, Liebowitz Law Firm, PLLC and Liebowitz Law Group. PLLC

You are hereby summoned to answer the complaint in this action and to serve
a copy of yom' answer, or, if the complaint is not served with this summons, to serve
a notice of appearance, on the Plaintiffs attorney within 20 days after the service of
this summons, exclusive of the day of service (or within 30 days after the service is
complete if this summons is not personally delivered to you within the State of New
York); and in case of your failure to appear or answer, judgment will be taken against
you by default for the relief demanded in the complaint.

The basis of venue is New York county

which is the location of the Defendants

Dated: 10/21/2020
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Glen Craig

25 Maiden Lane

Suite 5C

New York, NY 10038
561.404.4335-Telephone
joel.rothman@sriplaw.com
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COUNTY OF NEW YORK 
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RICHARD LIEBOWITZ, LIEBOWITZ LAW 

FIRM, PLLC, and LIEBOWITZ LAW 

GROUP, PLLC,  

 

Defendants. 

 

INDEX NO.:    

 

 

 

VERIFIED COMPLAINT 

 

Plaintiff GLEN CRAIG, by and through his undersigned counsel, brings this Complaint 

against Defendants, RICHARD LIEBOWITZ, LIEBOWITZ LAW FIRM, PLLC, and 

LIEBOWITZ LAW GROUP, PLLC, for damages and equitable relief, and in support therefor 

states as follows:  

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

1. The New York Supreme Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action as 

the court with original general jurisdiction over civil disputes in New York state.  

2. The court has personal jurisdiction over the defendants pursuant to NY CPLR § 

301 in that all defendants reside in and/or maintain a principal place of business in New York.  

3. Venue is proper pursuant to NY CPLR § 503 in that the parties agreed in their 

agreement that disputes arising out of their agreement would be venued in New York County, 

New York. 
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PARTIES 

4. Plaintiff GLEN CRAIG is a citizen of the state of New York and a resident of 

Queens County.  

5. Defendant RICHARD LIEBOWITZ is a citizen of the state of New York and a 

resident of Nassau County. 

6. Defendant LIEBOWITZ LAW FIRM, PLLC is a New York professional limited 

liability company (“LLF”), that maintains its principal place of business at 11 Sunrise Plaza, 

Suite 305, Valley Stream, New York 11580. 

7. Defendant LIEBOWITZ LAW GROUP, PLLC is a New York professional 

limited liability company (“LLG”), that maintains its principal place of business at 11 Sunrise 

Plaza, Suite 305, Valley Stream, New York 11580. 

8. Defendant Richard Liebowitz practices law through LLF and LLG.  

PLAINTIFF GLEN CRAIG 

9. Plaintiff Glen Craig is a famous American photographer.  

10. Born in New York City in 1949, Craig started taking pictures at age 12. By 16, his 

images were published in magazines in the United States and Europe and he later studied at 

Parsons School of Design in New York.  

11. Craig is known for his photographs of popular music legends including Aretha 

Franklin, James Brown, B.B. King, Gene Vincent, Jerry Lee Lewis, Little Richard, Chuck Berry, 

Wayne Cochran, and Johnny Cash, as well as rock and roll icons The Beatles, The Rolling 

Stones, The Who, Jimi Hendrix, Eric Clapton, The Beach Boys, Loving Spoonful, The Doors, 

and countless others.  
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12. Craig’s portfolio on Miles Davis was a part of the Leica Galerie at Photokina 

2014, The Leica Gallery in LA, the Leica Store Gallery in Miami, the Morrison Hotel Gallery in 

SoHo, New York City, and numerous other venues.  

DEFENDANTS 

13. Defendant Richard Liebowitz is a lawyer and the owner of LLF and LLG.  

14. Liebowitz established LLF and LLG upon his admission to the New York bar in 

2015. 

15. Liebowitz maintained a website at <www.copyrightenforcers.com>. 

16. Liebowitz’s practice is almost completely comprised of suing defendants on 

behalf of photographers for infringements discovered online.  

17. The Honorable Jesse M. Furman of the Southern District of New York described 

Liebowitz thusly: 

Richard Liebowitz, who passed the bar in 2015, started filing copyright 

cases in this District in 2017. Since that time, he has filed more cases in this 

District than any other lawyer: at last count, about 1,280; he has filed 

approximately the same number in other districts. In that same period, he 

has earned another dubious distinction: He has become one of the most 

frequently sanctioned lawyers, if not the most frequently sanctioned lawyer, 

in the District. Judges in this District and elsewhere have spent untold hours 

addressing Mr. Liebowitz's misconduct, which includes repeated violations 

of court orders and outright dishonesty, sometimes under oath. He has been 

called “a copyright troll,” McDermott v. Monday Monday, LLC, No. 17-

CV-9230 (DLC), 2018 WL 5312903, at *2, 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 184049, 

at *9-10 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 26, 2018); “a clear and present danger to the fair 

and efficient administration of justice,” Mondragon v. Nosrak LLC, No. 19-

CV-1437 (CMA) (NRN), 2020 WL 2395641, at *1, *13 (D. Colo. May 11, 

2020); a “legal lamprey[ ],” Ward v. Consequence Holdings, Inc., No. 18-

CV-1734 (NJR), 2020 WL 2219070, at *4 (S.D. Ill. May 7, 2020); and an 

“example of the worst kind of lawyering,” id. at *3. In scores of cases, he 

has been repeatedly chastised, warned, ordered to complete ethics courses, 

fined, and even referred to the Grievance Committee. And but for his 

penchant for voluntarily dismissing cases upon getting into hot water, the 

list of cases detailing his misconduct — set forth in an Appendix here — 

would undoubtedly be longer. 
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Usherson v. Bandshell Artist Mgmt., No. 19-CV-6368 (JMF), 2020 WL 3483661, at *1 

(S.D.N.Y. June 26, 2020). Judge Furman’s decision and its appendix is attached hereto as 

Exhibit 1. 

18. Not only has Liebowitz been sanctioned and admonished by many courts, he has 

also admitted to filing more cases than he could ethically and professionally handle, including 

during the time period in which he was representing the plaintiff Craig.  

19. Liebowitz, facing contempt sanctions for misleading a court regarding the reasons 

for his failure to appear at a court ordered discovery conference, admitted through counsel that 

he was a young and inexperienced lawyer who lacked law firm management knowledge and 

experience.  

20. In his short time as an admitted lawyer, this copyright troll and legal lamprey has 

victimized many, including his clients. Plaintiff is one such victim. 

CRAIG AGREEMENT WITH LIEBOWITZ 

21. In or about mid-2016, Craig engaged Liebowitz and LLF pursuant to Liebowitz’s 

standard retainer agreement, a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 2. 

22. The retainer agreement provides in pertinent part as follows: 

3. SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS. Attorneys will not make any settlement or 

compromise of any nature of any of Client’s claims without Client’s prior 

approval. Client shall have the sole and exclusive right to accept or reject 

any offers for settlement of the cause of action. In making that 

determination, Client shall fully and carefully weigh Attorney’s opinions 

and recommendations. Client agrees seriously to consider any settlement 

offer that Attorneys recommend before making a decision to accept or reject 

such offer. Client agrees not to make any settlement or compromise of any 

nature of any of his claims without prior notice to Attorneys. In the event 

Client seeks to directly settle any of the claims covered by this retention, 

then Attorneys shall still be entitled to their fee and recovery of costs as 

contemplated under this Agreement.       

5. CONTINGENT FEE. The Attorney's contingent fee for services under 

this Agreement will be 40% of the net proceeds for non-‐litigated claims 
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and 50% of the net proceeds for litigated claims. Net proceeds is defined as 

the gross monetary award, by way of settlement or any realization of 

proceeds, less costs and expenses as defined in Section 9. If our 

representation results in a monetary award, you hereby grant us an 

attorneys’ lien on those funds in the full amount of any sums due us. Client 

authorizes Attorney to require that any payment reflecting a gross monetary 

award be made payable to Liebowitz Law Firm, PLLC, as Attorney for 

Client. Attorney shall then deduct Costs and Expenses, and otherwise 

disburse funds as dictated by the terms of this Agreement. Except as 

otherwise provided expressly herein, Client is not liable to pay 

compensation for attorneys’ fees other than from a gross monetary award.     

13. ATTORNEY’S RIGHT TO TERMINATE/WITHDRAW. This 

Agreement may be terminated by Attorney on written notice to you. 

Attorney reserves the right to withdraw from representation if, among other 

things, you should fail to honor the terms of this Agreement, fail to 

cooperate or follow our advice on a material matter, or if any fact or 

circumstance would, in our view, render our continuing representation of 

you unlawful, unethical or ineffective, or as permitted or required under any 

applicable standards of professional conduct or rules of court, or upon our 

giving reasonable notice to you. In the event that Attorney terminates this 

Agreement or withdraws as a result of Client’s failure to honor the terms of 

this Agreement, failure to cooperate or follow our advice on a material 

matter, upon learning of any fact or circumstance that would, in Attorney’s 

view, render continuing representation of you unlawful or unethical, then 

Attorney shall have the right to demand and receive payment for all 

unreimbursed fees and expenses identified in Sections 5 and 6 above.  

As noted above, Client shall have the sole and exclusive right to accept or 

reject any offers for settlement of any claims advanced by Attorney on 

behalf of Client. In making that determination, Client shall fully and 

carefully weigh Attorney’s opinions and recommendations, and Client 

agrees not to unreasonably withhold consent to a settlement proposal that, 

in Attorney’s good faith professional judgment, represents a fair and 

reasonable basis for the disposition of the cause of action. 

In very unusual circumstances, Client may decide to withhold its consent to 

a proposed settlement, notwithstanding Attorney’s opinion that the 

settlement offer is the best offer likely to be received and that rejecting the 

settlement and risking a trial or similar proceeding would pose a substantial 

adverse risk to Client of no recovery or a materially smaller recovery. If 

Attorney expresses such an opinion and any dispute as to whether to accept 

the settlement cannot successfully be resolved by a good faith discussion 

between Client and Attorney, then Attorney will have the right to withdraw 

from Client’s representation, so long as time remaining before trial allows 

Client’s retention of other counsel. Client agrees to execute all documents 

necessary to facilitate Attorney’s withdrawal, such as documents necessary 
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to obtain the court’s approval of the withdrawal.  Upon withdrawal, 

Attorney will cooperate with Client in transferring the file to Client’s other 

selected counsel. Client agrees that Attorney has the immediate right to 

compensation from any recovery Client may receive in the future, (1) in the 

amount of out-‐ of-‐pocket expenses, as specified in Section 6, to the 

extent not already paid and (2) fifty percent (50%) of the Contingent Fee 

that Attorney would have earned, as specified in Section 5, if Client had 

accepted the recommended offer. Client also agrees that Attorney has the 

right to secure such compensation through a lien on any future settlement, 

judgment, or other recovery. Client specifically understands and agrees that 

the amount that Client may be required to pay successor counsel shall not 

diminish or otherwise adversely affect Attorney’s right to recover its fees 

as agreed herein. 

23. Craig has performed all terms and conditions precedent required of him pursuant 

to the retainer agreement, or performance has been waived or excused. 

GLEN CRAIG v. UNIVERSAL MUSIC GROUP, INC., ET AL. 

24. On July 7, 2016, Liebowitz, on behalf of Craig, filed this copyright infringement 

case, 16 civ. 5439, in the Southern District of New York against UMG and several other 

defendants.  

25. The complaint filed by Liebowitz claimed copyright infringement of certain 

photographs of BB King made and owned by Craig. 

26. Prior to filing suit, Craig provided Liebowitz with information indicating the his 

photographs were used without his authorization on a series of album covers by the defendants, 

as promotional materials, hang tags and other accoutrement by Gibson guitars in connection with 

Gibson’s sales of BB King guitars, as well information indicating that at least one merchandizer 

was or had been selling merchandise (including t-shirts) bearing Craig’s BB King photographs, 

and that said merchandizer claimed a license from UMG, despite the fact that UMG had no 

authority from Craig to grant a license to said merchandizer or anyone. 

27. Despite receiving the foregoing information from Craig, when he filed suit 

Liebowitz limited the claims of infringement to album covers and failed to assert claims related 
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to the unauthorized reproduction and distribution of infringing merchandise and marketing 

materials.  

28. Liebowitz compounded his failure by never making any effort to amend or 

supplement the case to add all of Craig’s infringement claims. 

29. Liebowitz further compounded his failure by withholding information from Craig, 

including information that showed Liebowitz failed to assert Craig’s claims pertaining to 

unauthorized merchandise. 

30. Craig inquired of Liebowitz regarding the merchandise claims and was ignored by 

Liebowitz.  

31. During the pendency of the case, Liebowitz pursued a frivolous motion to 

disqualify UMG’s expert witness. 

32. The frivolous motion resulted in a July 16, 2019 order sanctioning Liebowitz in 

the amount of $98,532.62. See Craig v. UMG Recordings, Inc., No. 16-CV-5439 (JPO), 2019 

WL 2992043, at *1 (S.D.N.Y. July 9, 2019). 

33. A court ordered mediation was scheduled in the case for September 23, 2019.  

34. Prior to the mediation, Craig met with Liebowitz to review Craig’s claims and 

monetary demand in preparation for the mediation.  

35. Craig advised Liebowitz of an amount that Craig would reasonably accept as a 

minimum settlement. 

36. Craig believed the amount he sought in settlement was reasonable. 

37. At no time did Liebowitz indicate to Craig that his minimum settlement amount 

was unreasonable, unwarranted, or unsupported by the facts of the case or the law applicable 

thereto. 
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38. On September 20, 2019, without Craig’s agreement, knowledge or consent, 

Liebowitz, on behalf of Craig, agreed to a settlement with UMG’s counsel by email. 

39. The monetary terms of the settlement were below the reasonable settlement 

authority provided to Liebowitz by Craig. 

40. The settlement failed to include compensation for Craig’s merchandise claims and 

those claims are now stale because Liebowitz failed to pursue them in a timely manner. 

41. On September 22, 2019, Liebowitz told Craig that the settlement conference of 

September 23, 2019 was cancelled but did not tell Craig that he had settled the case. Craig 

sought an explanation for the cancellation from Liebowitz but Liebowitz did not provide one. 

42. On September 26, 2019, having been advised by counsel for UMG that the case 

was settled, the mediator advised the Court that the case had resolved.  

43. The Court ordered the action be dismissed without prejudice to restoring the 

action to the Court’s calendar provided that an application to do so be made within thirty days.  

44. Craig only discovered that Liebowitz settled the case when Craig checked docket 

on PACER and found the mediator’s notice to the Court that the case had settled. 

45. It was only after Craig learned of the settlement on his own that Liebowitz 

advised Craig of the terms of the settlement.  

46. Craig was shocked at the terms of the settlement. Craig advised Liebowitz that the 

settlement terms were not acceptable, not authorized, and not agreed to.  

47. Liebowitz did nothing in response to being advised by Craig that the terms of the 

settlement were unacceptable, unauthorized, and not agreed to. 

48. On October 4, 2019, UMG’s counsel sent Liebowitz a draft settlement agreement, 

which Liebowitz forwarded to Craig.  
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49. Craig revised the agreement to eliminate terms that Craig had not authorized, 

were not acceptable, and were contrary to his instructions to Liebowitz.  

50. Craig promptly sent his revised agreement to Liebowitz. 

51. Liebowitz received the agreement but did nothing. Liebowitz did not respond to 

Craig. Liebowitz did not send Craig’s revisions to UMG’s counsel. Liebowitz did not keep Craig 

appraised of the progress of the case. 

52. Liebowitz delayed responding to UMG’s counsel’s proposed settlement 

agreement for almost three months. 

53. During the three-month period, Liebowitz filed two applications with the Court to 

extend the parties’ time to finalize the settlement.  

54. The applications filed by Liebowitz contained misrepresentations that Craig was 

traveling and unavailable to provide comments on the agreement. 

55. The Court granted both extensions. When the court granted the second extension, 

it ordered the parties to finalize the settlement by December 31, 2019 or suffer a dismissal with 

prejudice.  

56. Liebowitz failed to appraise Craig of the progress of the settlement throughout the 

three-month period. 

57. On December 30, 2019, one day prior to the last day to advise the court that the 

settlement was finalized, Liebowitz contacted Craig. 

58. Liebowitz told Craig that he needed to sign the settlement agreement as presented 

by UMG’s counsel, with none of Craig’s revisions. 
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59. Liebowitz told Craig that if he failed to sign the settlement agreement as 

presented by UMG’s counsel the case would be dismissed with prejudice the next day and Craig 

would receive nothing. 

60. Under duress, and following the advice of Liebowitz, Craig signed the agreement. 

61. The terms of the settlement negotiated by Liebowitz without Craig’s consent gave 

up Craig’s right to negotiate and earn future license fees from his images in connection with all 

albums that were at issue in the case, causing significant monetary harm to Craig. 

62. Liebowitz failed to provide any valid reason for excluding Craig’s merchandise 

claims from the UMG case or for failing to pursue the claims in separate actions.  

63. Liebowitz allowed the statute of limitations on Craig’s claims to run.  

64. Liebowitz failed obtain and adduce evidence in discovery to support a claim for 

infringement in connection with 21 of 29 foreign albums at issue in the case damaging Craig 

further. 

65. Liebowitz put his own interests ahead of the interest of his client Craig. 

66. Liebowitz settled the case for less than the full and fair value of Craig’s damages. 

67. Liebowitz settled the case without Craig’s agreement to the terms of the 

settlement.  

68. The terms of the settlement provided that Liebowitz and LLF were to pay Craig 

$98,532.62, the amount Liebowitz was sanctioned in the case.  

69. The settlement was far less than the case was worth.  

70. Liebowitz failed to adequately represent Craig and forced the settlement through 

to protect his own interests rather than those of his client. 

71. Liebowitz failed to pay or distribute the full settlement payment to Craig.  
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72. Liebowitz claimed that even though the agreement specifically required that he 

and LFF pay a total of $98,532.62 to Craig, Liebowitz and LLF were entitled to treat that amount 

as subject to the 50% contingency fee and thus only distributed half of said amount to Craig.  

73. Liebowitz essentially pocketed funds he was ordered to pay as sanctions.  

74. Liebowitz charged Craig an unethical 50% contingency. 

75. Liebowitz deducted costs without Craig’s approval. 

76. Liebowitz refused to provide back-up documentation to Craig for the costs 

deducted.  

CRAIG v. POPMATTERS 

77. Liebowitz, on behalf of Craig, filed this copyright infringement case.  

78. The complaint alleged infringement by PopMatters for posting Craig’s 

photograph of jazz legend Miles Davis on its website. 

79. On September 11, 2018, Liebowitz filed the PopMatters case in in the Southern 

District of Illinois, the wrong venue for the suit.  

80. Liebowitz knew that the Northern District of Illinois was the correct venue for the 

suit, and that the Southern District of Illinois was the wrong venue. 

81. Despite Liebowitz’s knowledge of the correct venue, he filed the suit in the wrong 

venue because a case filing in the Northern District of Illinois required Liebowitz to obtain local 

counsel and apply for admission pro hac vice under the rules of that court.  

82. An application for admission pro hac vice required disclosure of Liebowitz’s 

extensive history of sanctions against him meted out by other federal courts.  

83. An application for admission pro hac vice required Liebowitz to share his 

contingency fee with local counsel thereby reducing his total fee recovery. 
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84. Liebowitz put his own pecuniary and proprietary interests ahead of those of his 

client by choosing to file in the wrong venue.   

85. Shortly after filing, counsel for PopMatters advised Liebowitz that the Southern 

District of Illinois was the improper venue and that the Northern District of Illinois was the 

proper venue. PopMatters also made an offer judgment in the amount of $800 pursuant to 

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 68. 

86. At no point did Liebowitz advise Craig that the case was filed in the wrong venue. 

87. At no point did Liebowitz advise Craig that PopMatters made a monetary 

settlement offer or offer of judgment. 

88. Shortly after filing, PopMatters also advised Liebowitz that it believed that it had 

obtained a sublicense from Sony to use the photograph in question.  

89. At no point did Liebowitz advise Craig that PopMatters claimed a sublicense from 

Sony. 

90. The license from Craig to the Sony entity required Craig be given photo credit for 

any use of his photograph. 

91. PopMatters did not give Craig photo credit when it used Craig’s photograph. 

92. Liebowitz failed to allege that PopMatters did not provide Craig with photo credit 

and failed to assert the appropriate cause of action pertaining to the failure to provide photo 

credit in violation of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act.  

93. Liebowitz delayed filing a voluntary dismissal without prejudice until almost 

three months after he was told by PopMatters that he had filed the case in the wrong court. Of 

course, as set out above, Liebowitz already knew this to be the case. 
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94. Despite having been told by PopMatters that it believed it had a sublicense to use 

the photograph in question, and without consulting Craig on the matter, on August 19, 2019, 

Liebowitz refiled the same claims in the Northern District of Illinois, again failing to allege the 

DMCA violations and without informing Craig that he had dismissed the Southern District of 

Illinois case and would be refiling in the Northern District of Illinois. 

95. On August 28, 2019, PopMatters confirmed to Liebowitz that it had a sublicense 

to use the photograph in question. It also made another offer of judgment in the amount of $800.  

96. Again, Liebowitz failed to advise Craig that PopMatters claimed a license and of 

the offer of judgment. 

97. Liebowitz never filed an application to appear pro hac vice in the Northern 

District of Illinois nor did he obtain local counsel. 

98. In the Northern District of Illinois, PopMatters filed a motion for costs incurred in 

the Southern District of Illinois and to stay proceedings in the Northern District until its costs 

were paid.  

99. In response, Liebowitz dismissed the case without prejudice.   

100. This second dismissal acted as a decision on the merits.  

101. Craig lost his claim as a result of Liebowitz’s second dismissal. 

102. Liebowitz’s second dismissal did not preempt the defendant’s costs and attorneys’ 

fee claim.  

103. The defendant filed a motion for attorneys’ fees and costs. 

104. Liebowitz filed an opposition to the motion for attorneys’ fees but the opposition 

was stricken because it exceeded the page limit and because Liebowitz was not permitted to file 
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in the case since he had failed to submit an application to appear pro hac vice and was not 

otherwise permitted to appear in the Northern District of Illinois. 

105. Once again, Liebowitz put his own interests ahead of those of his client.  

106. Rather than apply to appear pro hac vice and bear the embarrassment of listing the 

many sanction orders against him, and rather than find and pay for local counsel for Craig to 

appear and oppose the motion for attorneys’ fees, Liebowitz left Craig completely defenseless. 

107. The court granted the defendant’s motion and assessed attorneys’ fees and costs 

against Craig in the total amount of $24,190.45. Craig v. PopMatters Media, Inc., 448 F. Supp. 

3d 844 (N.D. Ill. 2020). 

108. The imposition of the fee award has caused Craig anxiety and emotional distress 

and the Craig does not have the resources to pay the entire fee award. 

109. Making matters worse, after obtaining the fee award, PopMatters served 

discovery on Liebowitz seeking financial information from Craig pursuant to PopMatters’ 

collection efforts. In response, Liebowitz advised PopMatters that he does not represent Craig in 

connection with collection matters, prompting PopMatters to contact Craig directly.   

110. Liebowitz subsequently provided PopMatters’ counsel with a list of payments that 

LLF had made to Craig in order to aid PopMatters in its collection efforts against LLF and 

Liebowitz’s own client. Liebowitz claimed to have provided the foregoing information pursuant 

to a subpoena but at no point did Liebowitz advise Craig of the subpoena and/or provide Craig 

with an opportunity to oppose or object to the subpoena.  

111. Liebowitz did not oppose or object to any subpoena and instead turned over 

privileged attorney-client information to PopMatters, in violation of his obligations to his client 
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and without any protective order or other measure to protect the privacy of the information he 

callously turned over. 

112. PopMatters filed a motion for attorneys’ fees against Craig and Liebowitz in the 

Southern District of Illinois.  

113. Because Liebowitz purported to give license to PopMatters’ counsel to contact 

Craig directly in connection with PopMatters’ collection efforts, PopMatters’ counsel 

manipulated Craig into filing an incomplete account of the filings in the cases and what Craig 

knew and when he knew it.  

114. In response to said filings, Liebowitz filed privileged attorney-client 

communications with the Court in order to mitigate any fee award that may be made against 

Liebowitz or LLF. 

115. At the hearing on the motion, Liebowitz appeared on behalf of Craig, and then 

allowed Craig to be cross-examined by the Court as to the contents of Craig’s filings with the 

Court and the privileged communications that Liebowitz disclosed without making any effort to 

protect Craig’s interests by, inter alia, objecting to the questioning or assisting his client by 

clarifying events for the Court.  

116. The Court has not ruled on the motion for attorneys’ fees and Liebowitz and LLF 

remain Craig’s attorney of record in that case despite their termination by Craig. 

OTHER CLAIMS 

117. Craig is informed and believes that Liebowitz and LLF failed to pursue a series of 

other copyright infringement claims on behalf of Craig and that those claims are now stale or 

otherwise compromised.  
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118. Craig has requested that Liebowitz and LLF provide Craig with all case or claim 

files, including without limitation, evidence of infringement that Craig obtained and Craig’s 

photography scans.  

119. Liebowitz and LLF have failed and refused to turn over Craig’s files to Craig and 

are thus preventing Craig from being able to calculate the extent to which Liebowitz and LLF 

have damaged him and are preventing him from being able to mitigate said damages. 

COUNT I  

LEGAL MALPRACTICE 

120. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 119 of this 

Complaint as if fully set forth herein.  

121. This is a claim for legal malpractice against Richard Liebowitz individually, LLF, 

and LLG. 

122. Liebowitz, individually and on behalf of LLF and LLG, failed to exercise the 

ordinary reasonable skill and knowledge commonly possessed by a member of the legal 

profession by committing the acts and omissions alleged herein and other and further acts and 

omissions as may be determined in discovery and proven at trial. 

123. Liebowitz’s breaches of duty, individually and on behalf of LLF and LLG,  

proximately caused damages to Craig. 

124. Craig sustained actual and ascertainable damages as a consequence of Liebowitz’s 

breaches of duty. 

125. Liebowitz breaches of duty were willful, wanton, dishonest, and reflect conduct 

that approaches criminality.  

126. Craig is entitled to recover punitive damages from Liebowitz. 
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COUNT II  

BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY 

127. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 126 of this 

Complaint as if fully set forth herein.  

128. This is a claim for breach of fiduciary duty against Richard Liebowitz 

individually, LLF, and LLG. 

129. At all relevant times, Liebowitz, , individually and on behalf of LLF and LLG,  

owed fiduciary duties to Craig. 

130. Liebowitz, individually and on behalf of LLF and LLG, breached fiduciary duties 

to Craig by committing the acts and omissions alleged herein and other and further acts and 

omissions as may be determined in discovery and proven at trial. 

131. The actions of Liebowitz, individually and on behalf of LLF and LLG, damaged 

Craig. 

132. Liebowitz breaches of fiduciary duty were willful, wanton, dishonest, and reflect 

conduct that approaches criminality.  

133. Craig is entitled to recover punitive damages from Liebowitz, LLF and LLG. 

134. Craig is entitled to an accounting of the cases handled by Liebowitz, LLF, and 

LLG, from his engagement through and including the present.  

135. Craig is entitled to the imposition of a constructive trust on funds in the 

possession of Liebowitz and the entities he owns or controls that received the proceeds of 

Craig’s cases.  

COUNT III  

BREACH OF LLF CONTRACT 

136. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 135 of this 

Complaint as if fully set forth herein.  
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137. Craig and Liebowitz, by and through LLF, entered into an agreement for legal 

services.  

138. Liebowitz, by and through LLF, breached the agreement with Craig by 

committing the acts alleged herein and other and further breaches as may be determined in 

discovery and proven at trial. 

139. Craig has performed all of his obligations under the contract and to the extent he 

has not, said non-performance has been excused. 

140. Craig has been damaged.   

141. Craig is entitled to damages caused by the breach, including interest thereon.  

COUNT IV  

BREACH OF UMG SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 

142. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 119 of this 

Complaint as if fully set forth herein.  

143. Craig, Liebowitz, LLF and UMG entered into the UMG Settlement Agreement 

which specifically required Liebowitz and LLF, jointly and severally, to pay Craig $98,532.62. 

144. The UMG Settlement Agreement specifically provides that the Settlement 

Agreement “constitutes the entire agreement and understanding between the Parties…” and that 

“[a]ll prior agreements, negotiations, understandings, oral agreements and writings are expressly 

superseded and are here of no further force or effect.” Accordingly, the retainer agreement 

between LLF and Craig as pertains to the UMG case and the subject of the Settlement 

Agreement, was and is superseded by the Settlement Agreement. 

145. Notwithstanding the fact that the Settlement Agreement controls and that the 

Settlement Agreement requires Leibowitz and LLF to pay Craig the full $98,532.62 amount of 
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the sanction against Liebowitz, Liebowitz breached the UMG Settlement Agreement by failing 

and refusing to pay Craig the full amounts due to Craig thereunder. 

146. Liebowitz, by and through LLF, breached the UMG Settlement Agreement with 

Craig by committing the acts alleged herein and other and further breaches as may be determined 

in discovery and proven at trial. 

147. Craig has performed all of his obligations under the contract and to the extent he 

has not, said non-performance has been excused. 

148. Craig has been damaged.   

149. Craig is entitled to damages caused by the breach, including interest thereon.  

COUNT V  

UNJUST ENRICHMENT 

150. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 149 of this 

Complaint as if fully set forth herein.  

151. Craig requested Liebowitz to perform legal services for Craig.  

152. Liebowitz provided legal services to Craig.  

153. Liebowitz received payment for the legal services provided in an amount that 

exceeded the reasonable compensation for services performed.  

154. Liebowitz was unjustly enriched by the payments received on a contingency basis 

from Craig’s cases.  

155. Craig is entitled to damages in the amount by which Liebowitz was unjustly 

enriched. 

Dated: New York, New York    Respectfully submitted, 

October 21, 2020  

 

/s/ Joel B. Rothman  

JOEL B. ROTHMAN 

SRIPLAW 
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125 Maiden Lane, Suite 5C 

New York, NY 10038 

561.404.4350 – Main Telephone  

561.404.4335 – Direct Telephone 

joel.rothman@sriplaw.com  

www.sriplaw.com 

  

and 

 

Scott Alan Burroughs 

DONIGER / BURROUGHS 

231 Norman Avenue 

Suite 413 

Brooklyn, New York 11222 

310.590.1820 – Main Telephone 

scott@donigerlawfirm.com 

www.donigerlawfirm.com 

  

Attorneys for Plaintiff, Glen Craig 
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VERIFICATION OF GLEN CRAIG

I, Glen Craig, declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing Verified Complaint is 

true and correct based upon my personal knowledge.

DATED: 

Glen Craig

10/15/2020
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